Recently, entropy corrections on nonorientable manifolds such as the Klein bottle are proposed as a universal characterization of critical systems with an emergent conformal field theory (CFT). We show that entropy correction on the Klein bottle can be interpreted as a boundary effect via transforming the Klein bottle into an orientable manifold with nonlocal boundary interactions. The interpretation reveals the conceptual connection of the Klein bottle entropy with the celebrated Affleck-Ludwig entropy in boundary CFT. We propose a generic scheme to extract these universal boundary entropies from quantum Monte Carlo calculation of partition function ratios in lattice models. Our numerical results on the Affleck-Ludwig entropy and Klein bottle entropy for the q-state quantum Potts chains with q = 2, 3 show excellent agreement with the CFT predictions. For the quantum Potts chain with q = 4, the Klein bottle entropy slightly deviates from the CFT prediction, which is possibly due to marginally irrelevant terms in the low-energy effective theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Critical points of continuous phase transitions are described by the renormalization group fixed points with divergent correlation length 1 . For one-dimensional (1D) quantum systems, or equivalently, two-dimensional classical systems, these fixed points can be classified by conformal field theory (CFT) 2, 3 , due to the conformal invariance at these critical points. Moreover, boundary CFT 4,5 offers a powerful description for critical systems with boundaries. Affleck-Ludwig (AL) entropy is a universal boundary entropy appearing in the boundary CFT 6 that originates from the open boundary of the path-integral manifold and depends on the universality class of the boundary conditions. AL entropy is shown to be nonincreasing under the boundary renormalization group flow 6, 7 and thus determines the relative stability of various phases. AL entropy is also closely related to Kondo problems [8] [9] [10] , quantum point contacts 11 , and the entanglement entropy [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Despite its importance, unbiased numerical determination of AL entropy has been a challenging task, where most existing calculations exploit its relation to the entanglement properties of ground state wavefunctions 14, [21] [22] [23] [24] . Recently, Ref. 25 showed that another universal entropy emerges for CFT defined on the Klein bottles 25 . The Klein bottle entropy originates from the nonorientablity of the Klein bottle manifold. Besides being used to characterize the CFT, the Klein bottle entropy can also be used to accurately pin point quantum critical points, even those without local order parameters 26 . In this paper, we reveal conceptual connections of the Klein bottle entropy and the boundary AL entropy. Although the former is defined on Klein bottle which has no boundary, we show that after a cutting-and-sewing transformation of the Klein bottle manifold, the Klein bottle entropy can be attributed to nonlocal interactions emerging at the manifold boundary. Revealing such connection provides a unified way to compute the AL entropy and the Klein bottle entropy in numerical calculations. We present an efficient method to extract these universal boundary entropies of CFT from quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulation of lattice models. Extended ensemble QMC simulation allows us to extract universal boundary entropies directly from thermodynamic quantities such as free energy difference on various manifold. As an application of the method, we compute the AL entropy and the Klein bottle entropy of q-state quantum Potts chains at their quantum critical points. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly review the CFT predictions for the partition functions on various path-integral manifolds and then show that the universal boundary entropies can be extracted as partition function ratios. The resemblance of the AL entropy and the Klein entropy is discussed. In Sec. III, we introduce the q-state quantum Potts Hamiltonian, the boundary entropies of which are computed. We then introduce the extended ensemble QMC method for the partition function ratios. In Sec. IV, we present the numerical results and compare them with CFT predictions. Sec. V summarizes the results and provides an outlook for future directions. We present details of our quantum Monte Carlo implementation in Appendix A and summarize various conformal boundary conditions and their treatment in QMC in Appendix B and Appendix C.
II. UNIVERSAL BOUNDARY ENTROPIES ON VARIOUS MANIFOLDS
In the path integral formulation, a 1D quantum system can be formulated as a (1 + 1)-dimensional classical system. The additional dimension corresponds to the imaginary time direction. With the periodic boundary condition, the path integral manifold is a torus [see Fig. 1(a) ]. For (1+1)-dimensional critical systems with large β and the system size L vβ, the log- arithm of the partition function takes the following form 27, 28 lnZ
where f 0 is the nonuniversal free energy density, c is the central charge, and v is the speed of "light" of the CFT. Notably, the leading order of the correction term gives a bulk entropy 
Here S AL is the AL entropy 6 , which is universal and only depends on the CFT and the boundary conditions 29 . In addition, there is a nonuniversal term − f b β in (2), which originates from the surface free energy on the open boundaries of the cylinder. Comparing Eqs. (1) and (2), one can obtain the boundary corrections from the partition function ratio
A linear extrapolation of the partition function ratio Eq. (3) will give universal AL entropy as the intercept and the surface free energy as the slope. Next, consider a partition function of a periodic chain with an inserted spatial reflection operator
whereP swap the state on site i and site L − i + 1 of the 1D chain. As a result, Z K = σ σ|e −βĤ | ← − σ , where |σ ≡ |σ 1 ⊗ |σ 2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ |σ L is the basis state, and | ← − σ ≡ |σ L ⊗ |σ L−1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ |σ 1 is the spatial reflected basis state. In the path integral formulation, the worldlines of the partition function Eq. (4) twist before joining in the imaginary time direction. The corresponding path-integral manifold is therefore topologically equivalent to a Klein bottle [see Fig. 1(c) ]. In this case, a universal entropy emerges in the free energy provided the reflection operator switches the left and right movers in CFT 25 lnZ
Here 30 illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . By cutting along the imaginary-time direction of the Klein bottle, flipping one piece and sewing it back to another piece along the spatial direction, one obtains a manifold with doubled inverse temperature in the time direction and halved length in the spatial direction. When rolling the resulting manifold into a cylinder it is clear that there are nonlocal interactions along the time direction on the two spatial boundaries, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . In comparison, a torus manifold can be viewed as a cylinder with nonlocal interactions along the spatial direction which joins the two cylindrical boundaries [see Fig. 2(c) ]. In this regard, the universal entropy S KB is a "boundary effect", which bears strong resemblance to the AL entropy. As a result of Eqs. (1) and (4), and in accordance to the pictorial considerations in Fig. 2 , the Klein bottle entropy can be extracted from the partition function ratio
Compared to Eq. (3), calculating S KB from the partition function ratio is free of nonuniversal surface free energy term because the Klein bottle manifold has no boundaries. 31 
III. MODEL AND METHODS
A. q-state quantum Potts chain
We consider the Klein bottle entropy and the AffleckLudwig entropy in the q-state quantum Potts chain. The Hamiltonian reads
(a) wherê
and ω = exp(2πi/q). The first term represents the Potts coupling between the neighboring sites, and the second part is an analog of the transverse field. The critical point of this model 32 is J = Γ. In the case of ferromagnetic coupling (J > 0), at zero temperature, when J > Γ, the system is in the ordered phase, while for J < Γ, the system is in the quantum disordered phase.
Recently, Ref. 33 studied the quantum Potts model using the stochastic series expansion quantum Monte Carlo method. In our work, we implement generic continuous-time path integral QMC code for the q-state quantum Potts model. Simulation of the model is unbiased on a finite-size lattice. Details of the QMC implementation are included in Appendix A.
B. Extended ensemble Monte Carlo Method for partition function ratios
We compute the ratio of two partition functions using an extended ensemble simulation. This approach avoids computing the two partition functions separately.
The partition function of the extended ensemble is a summation of two partition functions
where in the second equality we combine the sum over ensemble label η and the Monte Carlo configuration C . w η (C ) is the Boltzmann weight of the Monte Carlo simulation. The simulation treats the update of the QMC configuration C and the ensemble label η on the equal footing. Thus, there is also an update of switching the label. Appendix A contains details about the Monte Carlo simulations.
To obtain the ratio of Z C and Z T , we use the Bennett acceptance ratio 34 method, which was originally developed for estimating the free energy difference between two ensembles. The estimator of partition function ratio is
where the expectation value · refers to the average sampled in the extended ensemble Eq. (9). For the ratio in Eq. (6) we devised an extended ensemble similar to Eq. (9). We represent the configurations in the Klein bottle ensemble using the transformation of Fig. 2(a) , so that the two ensembles Z K (2L, β/2) and Z T (L, β) only differ by the boundary interactions shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c).
IV. RESULTS

A. Affleck-Ludwig boundary entropy
The AL entropy depends on the CFT of the system and the boundary conditions. Among all boundary conditions, the conformal boundary conditions play an important role 5, 8, 35 . For the q-state quantum Potts chain (q = 2, 3) in which we calculate the AL entropy, the complete set of conformal boundary conditions has been obtained by the boundary CFT [35] [36] [37] [38] . We summarize these conformal boundary conditions and their lattice realizations in Appendix B.
It is worth mentioning that, to achieve certain boundary conditions, one needs to add a large pinning field on the boundary sites of the quantum Potts chain. The pinning field term will enlarge the cylinder partition function by a large factor, so we have to perform a reweighting procedure during the QMC simulation, the details of which are discussed in Appendix C.
The AL entropy is calculated in a q-state quantum Potts chain for q = 2, 3 with the corresponding conformal boundary conditions. Throughout the calculation we consider the same boundary conditions at left and right edges. According to Eq. (3), to obtain the AL entropy S AL , we calculate ln Z C /Z T for different temperatures with the system size fixed, and then perform a linear extrapolation with β. Due to the existence of the correction term O(1/β 2 ), in order to obtain the correct value of S AL , the linear regression should be performed at large enough β, but also with the condition L vβ satisfied. In our simulation, the system size is chosen as L = 500, and we perform the linear regression over the range [β c − 1, β c + 1], with β c gradually growing. We plot the intercept of the linear regression, which is an estimate of S AL , with respect to the value of β c , the center of the fitting range, as shown in Fig. 3 . The CFT results of the AL entropy of different type of systems 37 and boundary conditions are also marked as a horizontal line in the figure correspondingly. It can be seen that the numerical results and the CFT predictions are consistent with each other, except the deviation at small β which originates from the O(1/β 2 ) correction. Furthermore, from the slope of the linear extrapolation one also obtains the value of the surface free energy. For example, for the free boundary condition of the three-state quantum Potts chain, the numerical result of the surface free energy is f b ≈ 0.5988 (8) (fitting range β = 6 ∼ 9) which coincides with the Bethe ansatz result 39, 40 
598076. These results show that the extended ensemble QMC simulation can be a vital tool to extract the boundary CFT entropies and surface free energies.
B. Klein bottle entropy
The extraction of Klein bottle entropy is simpler than the AL entropy because there are no nonuniversal surface free energies in Eq. (6) . The ratio should converge to a constant with the increase of β, provided that L vβ is also satisfied. Since the q-state quantum Potts chain (7) exhibits a second order quantum phase transition only for q ≤ 4 (while for q > 4, it exhibits a first order phase transition, which cannot be described by CFT), we calculate the Klein bottle entropy for q = 2, 3, 4 and compare them with the CFT results. In the following, we first review the CFT predictions and then compare them with the numerical results.
a. 2-state quantum Potts (Ising) chain When q = 2, the q-state quantum Potts model (7) reduces to the transverse field Ising model. The central charge of the Ising model is c = 1/2, so the critical point of Ising model is described by the free Majorana fermion CFT, which has three primary fields 2 ,
The total quantum dimension D = 2. Thus, the CFT prediction of Klein bottle entropy for q = 2 Potts model is
b. Three-state quantum Potts chain At its quantum critical point, the low-energy effective theory of three-state quantum Potts chain is the Z 3 parafermion CFT with central charge c = 4/5. Although a CFT with c = 4/5 can be uniquely asso- The partition function on a torus, which encodes the energy spectrum information, is the following nondiagonal modular invariant:
where χ n,m (q) = Tr (n,m) (q L 0 −c/24 ) is the Virasoro character with Tr (n,m) being the trace within the Virasoro tower of the primary (n, m). Here q = e −2πvβ/L (not to be confused with the "q" of the q-state Potts model) and L 0 is the zero-th level Virasoro generator.
Following Ref. 25 , the Klein bottle partition function, for which only holomorphic-antiholomorphic symmetric states in the conformal towers have contributions, is then given by
When considering the limit L vβ (q → 1), one can use the modular transformation properties of the Virasoro characters to evaluate (13) . This immediately leads to a universal entropy S KB = ln g, where g = (d 1,1 +d 2,1 +d 3,1 +d 4,1 +2d 3,3 +2d 4,3 Table 1 in Ref. 37 ) and the total quantum dimension D, which requires to take all ten primaries into account, is given by D = 6(5 + √ 5). Thus, the Klein bottle entropy S KB for the Z 3 parafermion CFT is given by
For the three-state quantum Potts chain, it is also instructive to arrive at the above result for S KB through an extended symmetry of the Z 3 parafermion CFT. By putting the Virasoro primary field (4, 1) into the chiral algebra, the Virasoro algebra is promoted to a W algebra 42 . At the partition function level, this corresponds to recombining the Virasoro characters into W characters, χ I = χ 1,1 + χ 4,1 , χ ε = χ 2,1 + χ 3,1 , χ σ = χ σ † = χ 3,3 , and χ ψ = χ ψ † = χ 4,3 , where the six primaries (with respect to the W algebra) can now be denoted by a set s = {I, ε, σ, σ † , ψ, ψ † }. In this framework, the torus partition function becomes diagonal, Z T = a∈s |χ a (q)| 2 , and the Klein bottle partition function is the sum of all six W characters, Z K = a∈s χ a (q 2 ). According to Ref. 25 , the "ground-state degeneracy" g is then given by g = a∈s d a /D , where the six primaries have quantum dimensions 35 Table 6 in Ref. 44) , and the total quantum dimension is D = a∈t d 2 a = 4 √ 2. Then, we obtain the value of Klein bottle entropy
d. Simulation results and comparison with CFT predictions The simulation results of q = 2, 3 are shown in Fig. 4(a,b) , where S KB is estimated by ln Z K (2L, β/2)/Z T (L, β) according to Eq. (6). As a comparison, the CFT predictions are marked as a horizontal line correspondingly. As can be seen from the figure, for small β, the QMC estimations strongly deviate from the CFT predictions due to the existence of the correlation term O(1/β 2 ) in Eq. (6). While as β increases the QMC results reach a plateau value, which is in agreement with the CFT predictions of S KB . The plateau is more visible for larger system sizes because the condition L vβ is better satisfied in the simulated temperature range. Overall, we see excellent agreement of the CFT predictions of the Klein bottle entropy with the QMC results for q = 2, 3 quantum Potts chain. While for the four-state quantum Potts chain, the boundary entropy saturates into a value that is slightly smaller than the CFT prediction [see Fig. 4(c) ]. We conjecture that the deviation is attributed to a marginally irrelevant term [46] [47] [48] in the low-energy field theory, which is known to be present in the four-state Potts model. We performed exact diagonaliza-tion of the four-state quantum Potts chain with moderate size and found that the eigenenergies of several low-energy states indeed deviate from the CFT predictions, which may be seen as the effect of marginally irrelevant perturbations. The effect of marginally irrelevant terms on the Klein bottle entropy is beyond the scope of the current work and will be reported elsewhere 49 .
V. SUMMARY
To summarize, we have presented an efficient Monte Carlo algorithm to extract the universal boundary entropies from the lattice models. The simulation techniques developed in this paper not only provide a way to extract boundary entropies of quantum lattice models in a general setting, but also provides a new and unified picture of Affleck-Ludwig and Klein entropies of conformal field theories: the Klein bottle entropy can be interpreted as a boundary entropy through a transformation of the path-integral manifold.
From the numerical side, we have computed AffleckLudwig boundary entropies in q = 2, 3 quantum Potts chains with various boundary conditions, as well as their Klein bottle entropies, which show excellent agreement with the CFT predictions. We have also observed that the Klein entropy for the q = 4 Potts model is slightly smaller than the CFT prediction, which we attribute to marginally irrelevant interactions in the low energy effective theory. A detailed study of the Klein bottle entropy under renormalization group flows may establish similar results such as the g-theorem 7 for the Affleck-Ludwig boundary entropy. a. General description The q-state quantum Potts chain Hamiltonian (7) can be splitted into its diagonal partĤ 0 and its off-diagonal partĤ 1 :
For the diagonal partĤ 0 , the matrix element is
where
and i, j represents the two neighboring sites i, j. While for the transverse fieldĤ 1 , one can obtain that
which implies that in order to make the matrix element σ|Ĥ 1 |σ nonzero, σ and σ should differ with each other by only one spin at site i, which is summed over in the out summation. Write e −βĤ in the interaction representation
whereĤ 1 (τ) = e τĤ 0Ĥ 1 e −τĤ 0 , T τ is the time-ordering operator. Expanding the exponential in Taylor series, and rearranging the terms to cancel the k! in the denominator, the torus partition function reads
We write the trace explicitly by σ σ| · |σ , and insert the resolution of the identity 1 = σ |σ σ| around eachĤ 1 . Using Eq. (A4), one can obtain
where 0 = τ 0 ≤ τ 1 ≤ . . . ≤ τ k+1 = β and σ (k+1) ≡ σ (0) . We then can sample the partition function (A8) by Monte Carlo method. From Eq. (A8), the Boltzmann weight of configuration C = {τ m , σ (m) } can be written as
Notice that according to Eq (A4), σ (m) and σ (m+1) differ with each other by one spin flip. The configurations can now be represented by a set of worldlines with vertices on them, and each of these vertices represents an off-diagonal term inĤ 1 at the imaginary time {τ m }. It is worth noting that since Γ > 0, Eq. (A9) is positive definite for any valid configuration and can be directly interpreted as a probability density.
While for the partition with conformal boundary conditions Z C (L, β) can be computed by modifying the boundary conditions in the Hamiltonian. We discuss implementation of these conformal boundary conditions in Appendix B. Moreover, to sample Z K (2L, β/2), we transform the Klein bottle to a cylinder with size L and temperature β with nonlocal interactions along imaginary time direction on the boundary sites, as discussed in Sec. II.
b. Cluster update Due to the equivalence between the (1+1)-dimensional quantum model and a two-dimensional classical model 50 , we can promote the Swendsen-Wang cluster algorithm 51 in the classical cases to the continuous time limit 52 . The cluster update algorithm identifies clusters with the same states and changes the worldline configurations collectively and randomly.
To map the path-integral configuration of a continuous-time QMC simulation of 1D quantum system to a 2D classical lattice model, one can divide the imaginary-time axis into many small segments of size ∆τ,
where l is the index of the segments along the imaginary time direction. We obtain an effective classical Hamiltonian H eff , which reads up to a constant term
So the quantum Potts chain is equivalent to the twodimensional classical Potts model 53 with anisotropic coupling parameters K τ = ln(∆τΓ), K x = −qJ∆τ in the two dimensions. Provided ∆τ is small enough, both couplings are ferromagnetic (smaller than zero). Now one can apply the Swendsen-Wang algorithm to the classical model (A11). The probability of connecting two sites with the same states along the imaginary time direction is
The probability of connecting two sites with the same state along the spatial direction is
Back to the continuous-time configuration (∆τ → 0), the process of generating clusters is replaced by generating clusters by adding cuts and connections in the configuration 52 . It can be seen from equation (A12, A13), in our case, we can add cuts along the time line by Poisson process with density Γ, and add bonds between the time lines to connect the segments of the same state by Poisson process with density qJ.
If an external magnetic field is present (in our case, the boundary pinning field), the effect of the magnetic field can be integrated into the process of the flipping of the clusters. To be more specific, one can follow the "two-step selection" procedure 54 , and write the overall transition matrix as
where C , C are the different configurations, G is the graph produced by the bond generation procedure, P(G , C ) is the probability to produce the graph G from the configuration C , and P(C , G ) is the probability to generate the configuration C from the graph G . Then the detailed balance condition can be satisfied if the following equation holds for any graph G
If the external magnetic field is absent, it has been proven 54 that this equation is satisfied by the normal Swendsen-Wang procedure with P(C , G ) = P(C , G ) = 1/q N clusters (each possible state is assigned to a cluster with even probability 1/q). On the other hand, if there is an external magnetic field, we can split the Boltzmann weight of the configuration as w(C ) = w 0 (C )w ext (C ), where w ext (C ) is the contribution of the external-field term to the Boltzmann weight. One can see that Eq. (A15) can be written as
From the discussion above one can infer that P(G , C )w 0 (C ) = P(G , C )w 0 (C ), so
Eq. (A17) can be satisfied by flipping each cluster in the following way. For a cluster whose spins are originally in the state A, the probability of setting this cluster to state A is determined by
Here p A is the probability of setting the cluster to state A, and A complete set of boundary states (and hence boundary conditions) of Ising model and three-state Potts model can be generated by CFT. For the Ising model, the complete set of boundary conditions include free and fixed boundary condition 35 . For the three-state Potts model, the complete set of boundary conditions include free, fixed, mixed and symmetric 55 boundary condition [35] [36] [37] [38] . In this appendix, we summarize the CFT results of the complete set of boundary conditions for the Ising and three-state Potts model. We also discuss ways to achieve various boundary conditions in the quantum spin chain.
a. Ising Model The Hamiltonian of quantum Ising chain with free boundary condition iŝ
To achieve the fixed boundary condition, we can add a very strong longitudinal pinning field on the boundary sites:
The simulation remains sign problem free.
b. three-state Potts Model The Hamiltonian of the threestate Potts chain with free boundary condition iŝ
The three possible states of each site will be denoted as |A , |B , |C . As described above, the fixed boundary condition "favors" one of the three states of the Potts model, while the mixed boundary condition "forbids" one of the three states. Similar to the case of the Ising model, the fixed and mixed boundary condition can be achieved by adding a complex valued longitudinal magnetic field to the free boundary Hamiltonian,Ĥ fixed/mixed =Ĥ free − h bσ1 + h * bσ
The longitudinal field h b appears in the exponent of Eq. (A8) and there is no sign problem for any value of h b . As an example, assume now that we choose to favor or forbid |A , we can set h b to be real (i.e. the complex phase of h b is 0), then the boundary term becomes
When h b → +∞, then both boundary sites of the Potts chain are pinned to Potts state |A and we then achieve the fixed boundary condition. On the other hand, to obtain the mixed boundary condition, we can set h b → −∞ to forbid the state |A . Similarly, to favor or forbid other Potts states |B and |C , one only needs to modify the complex phase of the pinning field to be 2π/3 or 4π/3.
There is another conformal boundary condition 37 in addition to the free, fixed and mixed boundary condition for the three-state Potts model. At the critical point (where Γ = J), the symmetric boundary condition can be achieved by adding a complex transverse field at the boundary sites to the free boundary condition
When h T = −J the transverse pinning field favors a Z 3 symmetric state therefore achieving the symmetric boundary condition. However, this Hamiltonian will encounter a sign problem in the Monte Carlo simulation because of the negative transverse field on the boundary. To obtain the partition function of the three-state Potts chain under the symmetric boundary condition, we use the following relation obtained by means of Kramers-Wannier duality transformation 
where the double subscripts of the partition function correspondingly represent the boundary conditions on the two boundaries of the system. Z sym,sym represents the partition function with symmetric boundary conditions on both boundaries. Z XY,X Y (X, Y, X , Y = A, B, C) represents the partition function with mixed boundary conditions, and on the left boundary the states |X , |Y are degenerate, while on the right boundary, the states |X , |Y are degenerate. So the partition function Z sym,sym can be obtained by performing three independent Monte Carlo simulations to compute the three terms in Eq. (B7) separately.
Appendix C: Reweighting in the presence of boundary pinning field
It requires special attention to construct the extended ensemble for systems involves strong pinning field because in these cases Z C Z T . By Monte Carlo reweighting we simulate an extended ensemble with the reweighed summation of partition functions instead of Eq. (9) in the main text. For quantum Ising (q = 2) chain
The estimator Eq. (10) in the extended ensemble simulation will now give e −β(2h b −J) (Z C /Z T ). The prefactor will not affect the result of AL entropy ln(g), since it can be absorbed into the nonuniversal surface energy term.
The prefactor before the second term ensures that the transitions between the configuration spaces are possible to be accepted in both directions. The energy difference of the transition from the torus configuration space to the cylinder configuration space now becomes
The energy difference ∆E {T →C} becomes 0 if the boundary spins are fully polarized, in which case the transition is bound to be accepted in both transition directions. The reweighting increases the acceptance rate and decreases the correlation time of the Monte Carlo simulation, and thus yields a higher efficiency of the simulation.
In the case of the three-state Potts model, the Monte Carlo reweighting can be performed in a similar way. In the case of fixed boundary condition (h b > 0, J > 0), we multiply Z 
